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H&VI! ‘TRANSFER Ol? AIRI?OILS AND PLATES*

By Otto Seibert

The few available test data on the heat dissipation
of wholly or partly heated airfoil models are compared
with the corresponding data for the flat plate as obtained.
by an extension of Prandtlls momentum theory, with differ–
entia,t ion between laminar and turbulent boundary layer
and transitional region between both, the extent and ap—
pearaace of which depend upon certain critical factors.
The satisfactory agreement obtained justifies far-reach-
ing conclusions in respect to other profile forms and
arrailgernents of heated surface areas. The temperature
relationship of the materia,l quantities in its effect on
the heat dissipation is discussed as far as is possible
at tk.e present state of research, and it is shown that
the profile drag of heated ~Ting surfaces can increase or
decrease with the temperature increase depending upon the
momentarily existent structure of the boundary layer.

INTRODUCTION

~cono:]ical high-s-peed flight requires aircraft of
high aerodyil=mic quality- that is, aircraft with air
frame designed for minimum flight drag and all parasite
area,s , especially the radiators - reduced to a minimum.
In this endeavor attempts have been made in this country
as well as al)road to utilize exposed outside surfaces,
preferably those of the wings, for heat transfer. Such
radiators are hereinafter called “skin radiators.”

The heat output of the exposed outside surface of a
skin radiator and its clistribution across the surface are
hardly amenable to prediction from the differential equa-
tions for flow and heat exchange, as these equations are
not integrable in such generalization. However, the
moment theory and its refinement according to Prandtl af-
fords at least very satisfactory practical average values
————.—— —
*Nw~r~e~-bertragUng ~on Profilen und platten.” Jahrbuch
1938 der deutschen Luftfahrtforschung , pp. II 245 – II 256.
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.

of the heat’ transfer coefficients. The only stipulation

for its validity is that skin friction and heat transfer
begin and stop simultaneously. In the practical case
that some portion of the outer surface of an airplane,
whether on the fuselage, engine nacelles, or wings are
designed as skin radiator , the heat effect usually begins
after the friction; hence a temperature profile forms
progressively in the already existent and still growing
frictional boundary layer l!~hich unfortunately does not
lend itself to representation in closed form, although it
is ma,thenatically defined by the equationsof noticn and
heat exchange. The correlation between the lTusselt num—
ber i~-l and the Reynolds nu~mber Re for all possible
flight conditions must therefore be secured by measure–
ments on motLels. The subsequent study deals primarily
with the -orocesses on wing radiators — that is, radiators
mounted ir. the wings. In this connection the data on
the heat Dissipation of flat plates are invaluable; in—
deed, they may even save special measurements on airfoils
(see sec. V) ii’ no unusual claims on accuracy are involved.

II. AVAILABLE TEST D.4TA

The most inportant publications on investigations
of this nature, all of which deal with wing radiators, are:

a) R...&Pi. Zeport No. 1311 (1927)
Vinci-Tunnel Tests on Gloster a,nd Supcrrnarine

‘Wing Railiators (Supermarine airfoil section
RAF 30, chord 15 ft = 1524 mm, model scale
1:1, span = tunnel diameter, of which 34 in.=
876 mm were heated, total upper and lower
surface beatable with water separately or
collectively).

b) R.&ii. Rej>ort No. 1163 (1928)
OR the Convection of Heat from the Surface of

an Airfoil in a Wind Current (model of RAF
section 26, 5 in. = 152 mm chord between end
p 1-2tes at 3 in. = 2C3 mm spacing, with .29 span–
wise platinu~m strips over the total surface).

c) l?,.?~i!.Report No. 1326 (1930)
Wind-Tunnel Experiments on Steam Contiensing

RatLiatOrs (nose steam–heated, RAT 30 section,
2 ft = 610 nrj chord, 7 ft = 2134 mm span,

-- . .- - .-
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the radiator occupies 5 ft = 1524 mm; 25.1
percent of the arc length of the. upper sur–
face and 15.2 -percent of the lower surface
or 24 percent and 14 percent, respectively,
of the chord (of the symmetrical) profile
beatable with saturated vapor at low posi–
tive pressure).

d) R.21iIi.Report No. 1481 (1932)
Estimation of Wing Surface Area for Evapora–

hive Cooling (comparison of R.&M. Reports
lTos, 1311 and 1326).

~
~ In figure 1 the Nusselt number NTu = f(Re) is shown

according to R,&M. Reports Nos. 1163, 1311, 1326, and

/ 1481 for different angles of attack ~.
II

where

Re = –v;– = Reynolds number

D airfoil circumference

v flying speed

v kinematic viscosity referred to state of air in un–
disturbed zone

A. heat conductivity of air at surface portion.

to - 40° on RAF 26,

to - 93° on RAF 30;

Air temperature assumed at 20°.

III. CONCIIUSI-ONS .

a) The heat emissivity of the surface portions in
proximity of the leading edge is greater than

-.
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at any other part of the airfoil. It naturally

increases with Re, but varies so much les R
with the angle of attack @ as the area ex–
tends less on the upper and lower surface.

b) On the upper anti lower surface the heat dissi—
pation decreases along the wing trailing edge
for given Re; but in the transitional zone
from laminar to turbulent boundary layer it
can increase once more and then decrease, as
exemplified in the test data of R.& lvI.No. 1163.

c) By ascending Re and D the heat dissipation
on the upper surface increases, the function
Nu .= f(Re) resembles on the whole a curve at
at least as steep as that for the nose.

d) The heat dissipation on the l~wer surface of the
wln~ scarcely varies over tb.e practical range
of pcsitive angles of attack; it increases at
angles of attack corresponding to zero or
negative lift. Depending upon the absolute
ma~nitude rf lie (and other factors, see
pt. IV) the curve can be as flat as that of
the nose or about as steep as or steeper than
that of the upper surface.

?Hlile this dependence of the heat dissipation is
in general quite comprehensible, the different slopes of
the curves for the heat dissipation of the surface prr—
tions cannot be summarily explained. These and ether re—
lations are discussed iil part IV ir. the light of the en—
larged momentum theory as applied to the flat plate. The
comparison of these theoretical relations with the results
obtainecl on the ~AI’ 26 and RAF 39 sections (fig. 1) be–
comes particularly simple. The numerical agreement is
also very satisf:.ctory if allowance is made for the dif—
ference in the flow velocity on the upper and lower wing
surface are<as. The arguments can likewise be applied
quite satisfr.ctorily to heated leading edges by a minor
conversion. Reliable heat dissipation data on flat plates
are availa”ole (reference 1) but they do not lend them—
selves to strict co.mpariscn with the ideal case, because
the test arrangement causes the heat dissipation to start
after the skin friction. In any event they enable to
support the theory and, in addition, afford some insight
into the expected displacements when only parts of the
wing surf,ace area are heated. Very insufficient, however,

L- 111
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>1.
-1II=,~
A. are the data available on the effect cf the temperature

1

.) indr ease of the heated -portion or the. total surface, re-

,/ spectiyely, or better, of the dimensionless surface tem—

1!
I perature ~ (see pt. IV) on the heat dissipation and,
//

j,
,!,, above all, on the drag of the total area. This might be

,J regarded as pure skin friction on the flat plate, while

\
On the airfoil the heating itself can influence the form
drag (pt. VII). -

IV. HEAT DISSIPATION OF FLAT PLATES IN THEORY ABTI)TESTk,

On real flat plates –that is, those of finite thick–
ness . the boundary layer is theoretically formed some—
what clifferently than on ideal plates –that is, on infinitely
thin plates in symmetrical flow parallel to its plane.
Postulating complete freedom from friction the ideal plate
does not affect the flow at all, while the real plate out—
wa.rdly clispl.aces the individual streamlines , depending
upon the shape of the leading edge, ,and so causes increases
of s~Icccl relative to the undisturbed flow.

T,~kin& into account the skin friction, the boundary
layer on the ideal pi:),te is produced by the decelerating
.a~tio~- of the surfnce y,articles on the flowing fluid which
then ccntinues through it . Hence in two–dimensional flow
the velocity profile of a section at right angles to the
flow direction at any List<ance from the plate leading
edge must (as on a pipe) be unequivocally defined by the
Reynolds number (reference 2) computed with this depth x
and the undisturbed velocity v———. ..-—_— and the kinematic vis—
cosity V;

(1)

re~ardless of whether and how far the plate extends clown—
stream, On the real plate this skin friction is superposed
by the displacement precess associated with the shape of
the body (especially its thickness, over-all length, round–
ings) which- very likely can also become effective upstream.
The combined action of this yrofile effefi arid the friction
favors the creation of the so–called form resistances which
can~>ot occur on the ideal plate.
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The velocity field on the real plate must accordingly
have a somewhat different aspect, which is, that the dis-
crepancies from the theory are especially great at the
beginning of the plate. The effect of the leading edge on
the heat transfer is obviously similar. The foregoing
logically applies also to airfails with and without angle
of setting, where an even somewhat poorer agreement is to
be expected,

On ideal plates and on real thin plates* (with sharp–
ened ed~;e and interference— free inflow) a laminar flow

ferns first in the boundary layer. Turbulence does not
come into being until after traversing a certain entrance
length Xcr which can be computed from the so-called

critical Reynolds number.

VXcr
Rexcr = ~– (2)

Tor X > Xcr the laminar boundary layer becomes fully

turbulent in a transitional region; Rexcr according to

Ten Bosch (reference 2, pp. 139–140), has been measured up

to 5X105 for very small initial disturbances, but may drop

to 105 in the presence of major disturbances, the transi—
tional rccion can extend from Rex = 105 to 2X107 for
sharpened eclge and steadied flow. With the one–sided sur—
f~cc c Iof the -plate, the drag coefficieilt Cf and the

air dcnsi$y p the dra~ of the ideal plate W for each
sicle is

(3)

The amount of heat dissipation from one side of the plate
at increase of temperature +

Q = CLmKO+ (4)

accortling to simple momcnturn theory, and as employed
~~’Von K~rm~n and Laizlio (references 3 and 4), to the
_—..——__— —. —— -——
*Thus Ten Bosch (refcrcncc 2) indicates on Page 148 that

heat exchange surface of streamline form should have less
tham 33 XIOO/609 = 5.5 percent profilo thickness, since
only from tb.is slenderness r,atio on the friction forms the
principal portion of the total drag. (See also pp.139–140. )

—.. .——.. .. . ...., ,,
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plate drag as the heat content of some gas mass
nucleus ‘to its quantit’y of motion:

~quations (3), (4), and (5) afford

Q W
? 4%

am K= ———=w 04
g- cfcp~ ‘v4

or the mean Nusselt n-J.mber with the plate chord
troduced in equation (l):

7

in the

(5)

(6)

x in-

(’7)

A similar line of reasoning was originally followed by O.
Reynolds (reference 5) to the flow in circular pipes. But
here, as on the flat plate, this simple theoi-em enables a
satisfactory reproduction of the actual arlount of heat
transfer only in the specific case where the Prandtl number

~r = g~cP
A

is equal to unity. In all practical cases for which
Pr # 1; hence for air also,* divergencies are found which
Prandtl attempts to comply with by assuming a special
gas film between surface and actual boundary layer within

which the gas velocity increases in proportion to the wall
distance. Its thickness and velocity distribution existing
in’ it are defined by the proportionality factors ~ and V,
to be computed from experiments (reference 2).- Hence, ac—
cording to the enlarged Prandtl equation:

lCC
U,m=

~fpmv’i

w- cp(l-~rg)
(8)

————.— —- —

*Pr-O.725 for -air of surrounding temperature; Pr varies
only slightly with temperature.
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-L Cf + Pr
2 Cpm YVX

Nux = ––———__ _ -
v-

‘%’
w–c?(l-P~T Rex

(9)
cf(l-Prg) ~

with Prg indicating the Prandtl number for the “bound——.

aray layer tem-oerature .1’—— Prandtl gives the values ~ and—.-————— ————

Y’ only for the round pipe. In the case of

heating of the fluid v = 1 Cp = 1,4 p~-” ”’”’ ~e-o.l

coolin~ of the fluid $= 1 q = 1.12 Pr ‘0”185 Re-o”l

and in both cases Re. + d = pipe diameter

Ten Eosch coml~uted W = 0.89 and
from exper iment s for the flat -plate! ‘T~~4h~~0~~~~~~~0”075
factor is further dependent up~n the difference ~ be–

tween surface ternperatui’e ancl gas ternperatui”e. Ten Bosch
assumes a turbulence variation ~ as factor in the drag
coefficients. Lacking more prdcise data he gives quantity
5 as f-L~i~ction of the increase of temperature @l. Tigure
2 holcls true for flow in round pipes. Ten Bosch further -
suspects a probably minor dependence on Pr. For a more
exact exploration of these important interconnections the
aut~:or recomi.!ends in place of @ two variables: the abso–
lute temperature T of the gas and the ratio Tg/T – that

is, the “dimensionless” boundary layer tempei-ature –where

~~ is the nean absolute temperature of the boundary layer.

If, as in the present case, only one gas is involved, the
absolute wall temperature Tll may be substituted for ‘~

as deter ifiining quantity, and Pr discounted; El is posi–
tive for heating of the air.

Since the dependence 5 = f(t3) for the flat plate is
not knolwlm, figure 2 vill serve as a basis within the frame–
work of the present report.

1:1 relation to equation (7), ea-uation (9) contains
the imnrovernent factor——— ——. _—

1
7 = ––——–—–

+ –cf(l-Prg)
(10)

which for constant l?r and Prg can be represented as

{~~~~htly variable) power function of Rex ,(~. equaii~n
.
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The equations for Cf ; am~ and Nux -in the three -

zones:

a) In Laminar B=oundary Layer (Subscript L):

For isothermic flow

cfLis = 1.328 Rex–0-5

for any increase of plate temperature

cfL = 1.328 ~L Rex-0”5 (1,1)

with equation (11) and the simplification through Prg = 1

in equation (8), we get

against the approximation according to theoretical solu—
% tion conformably to E. Pohlhausen (reference 2, p. 144)

3’or tho completely free plate, %=l; ~ is unknown in
(3El

the first equation, and, although the term >Pr in the
second equation represents an approximation the ‘relia—
bility of which is limited to the range of Pr = 1000, it
is nevertheless used for air, Besides, both equations
become identical for $ = 1, ~L = 1 and Pr = 1. Ex–

periment alone can indicate which relation comes closest
to reality. A variation of the llturbulencell in the laminar
boundary layer owing to finite increase of tern erature is
to be d.isregardetl. It might he assumed that f becomes
less than 1 for heating (positive 0), as in turlmleni flow

in pipes2 and greater than 1 for cooling.

Henceforth:

NUXL = ~ Cft~ Rex0”5, Pr -0.’725, +?Yr = 0.449 (12)
. r

— —. . —.
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h) Transitional Region in..Boundary Layer
(Subscript U)

According to an approximation by Prandtl the drag
coefficient of the to~~~l plate for Rex between 5X105

and 2xlo7– ~ allows for the increase of temperature–

( 0.455

)

–1

Cfpr= ~~~ex)’”” - 1700 ‘ex
t (13

is

)

The figure 1700 is merely the mean value for a range with–
in which the true value can fluctuate, depending upon the
initial disturbances.* Although all important conclusions
could be drawn from the variable slope of this curve from
its lower limit of vaiidity (Rex - 5X105), an approxima–
tion by ‘Ten Bosch is introduced which, ‘while not quite as
close, has the advantage of bringing out the effect of
Rexcl. on the drag coefficient and naturally also on the
heat dissipation.

The total frictional drag is visualized aS being com:—
posed of the forward plate portion L on which the bound-
~ry layer is laainar, and of the rest of the plate portion
u, along which the boundary layer transforms~ whereby the
latter portion might be put at

cf~ == 0.003 (14)

independent of Rex. With equation (10) we get in this
instance:

Lc~ ffjPr
—— ————.
lJ– cp(l– Prg)

Rex cfu v Pr Rex (15)

c) Turbulent 3oundary Layer (Subscript T’):

Ii’or Rex>2X107
——————— —— __———_ —— — ——

*Ten Bosch used an older form giving almost the same values
as equation (13), the first term of which reads 0.072Rex–0”2
I’or further information on the drag coefficients of flat
plates a.t large Reynolds numbers see reference 6.
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CfT = 0.0’72 C Rex–0”2 (16)

$ cfTpr
3TUXT =

w– cp(l-Prg)

!

Rex = CfTV~ Pr Rex (17)

BY observance of the above values for ~ and q and
approximation Pr - Pr g? the i~provement factor according

to equation (10) becomes

v- 1.36 for Rex = 5X105

v -1.30 for Rex = 107

or , represented as power function:

~ = 1.638
1.638 Rex–0”0143?-~ = (18)

This relation needs to be checked by accurate tests and.
improved accordingly.

Tigure 3 shows the drag coefficients Cf according
to equations (11)~;x(13), (14), and (16) and the mean
lTusselt nunber over the range Rex = 2.5
1.5 x 107 for the unheated plate. Posting the
term for Cf and of V in Nux according to

(18) (again for @ = O) affords

X104 to

respective
equation

I —
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a) for the laminar boundary layer according to equation (12

lTuxL = 1.328 X 0.449 Rex0”5 = 0.597’ Rex0”5

b) for the transitional region according to equation (15):

3Tux~ = 0.003 X2.638X 0.3625 Rex0.g857

= 0.00178 Rex0”gs57

or, according to Prandtl,

O.455X l.638x 0.3625 Rex0.ga57
ITuxpr = —.—-.— ——.—.

(log Rex)a-58

– 1700 X1.638X 0.3625 Rex-o.0143

2ex 0*9857
lTuxpr = 0.,27 ––-–— —— . 1010 Rex–0.0143

(log Rex)”.ass .

c) for th.c turbulent boundarY layer according to equa–
tion (17)

N1.lq = G.072X 1.538X 0.3625 Rex” .7a57

= 0.0428 Rcx”.7B5?

according to equaticn (7),:

Nuq: = 0.072 XO.3S25 Rex”. s = 0,0261 Rex ”’*

For easier plotti ~-g of the individ~lal theoretical
1 ines figure 3 contains several numei’ ical values follow-
ill~ fron t3-ese eciuationse

The reason for the choice of the specific case of in—
finitely sr~all increase of teiflpe”ratj’~re on the p~aije surface
was tb-e avoidance of

The drag coeff~lcl~~~ch
uncertainty in the choice of

in thi S ir.ste,nce become equal to 1. . .

of plates with finite increaae of temperature is theoreti-
cally analyzed in part ‘TII. For Rex <lle.xcr

For P.c2x>Rcxcr up to the end of the transitional region

(at Rex -2X107), the ]~cr.nvalues arc:

Cf%[Rcxcrl -Ro:Ccr + Cf-ti(Rex – Rcxcr)
Cf = ——_____ —.——— ———.

Rex

3TuxL[Rexcr] Rcxcr + Nuxfj (Rex — Rcxcr)
~u-x = —— .—— .—— ——__ _______

Rex

.

b

(19

Roxcr
= (i~u~L[R~xcrJ – ~Tuxu) ~~ + Nuxti
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‘crwhereby the length ratio ~ is at the same time re—
Rexcr

placed ‘by
-H- “

The two “case-s ‘

Rexcr = 106 and Rexcr = 5X105

are differentiated.

On pl%tes of such total depth x that Rex ranges

between 105 and - 2X106, Cf and. Nux values situated

in the shaded-region should be possible to be measured
(up to .&40 percent referred to some mean value). (See~.ef-
erence ‘7.) For still greater plate depths the unce~- ‘-
tainty decreases then r~,pidly (figure 3). Prandtlf s
formula gives a curve similar to that of the linear com–
position under the assumption of especially ~reat freedom
from disturbance.

The heat dissipation (and the temperature and velocity
fields) of a flat plate have been treated in detzil by
Elia,s (reference 1). The plate was.500 millimeters deep,
250 millimeters wide and 29 millimeters thick with a
wooden frame around it . The strip facing the flow was

= 100 millimeters deep‘1 and carefully tapered for the
purpose of minimizing the initial disturhance~. Referring

the heat volume Q, dissipated from both sides up to a
certain depth x, to the unit span, he plotted the (named)

term +V against Rex (or Pex). This is then compared
:.

with the theoretical value 1
~ CfcpmY following from

e~uation (G). The displacerne’nt of the start of heat dissi—
pation” relative to that of friction he attempted to ac—
count for by measuring the depth of the respective section,
first, from the beginning of the thermal reaction as xth

and then from the beginning of the hydrodynamic reaction
C?.s Xh . But neither of, the representations is really able
to give a satisfactory reproduction of the process.

On the other hand, th,e reasoning on the basis of the
following i.s very informative despite the marked scatter:
if the plate had been beatable up to the leading edge it
would natu~ally have dissipa.te.d more heat by reason of its
larger area and the added existence of a region of strong
transformation of the velocity profile and henc,e of best
heat dissipation. In the dimensionless representation

1 —
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the upper limit value Nuxmax theoretically corresponds

to the curves NUX according to equation (19). The ac–
tually heated portion would, of course, have then been
alle to dissipate less heat than in the experiment; namely,

Nux(x=x) x - Nllx(x=x ) xl
NuxmiR = -

x
x.

= Nux( x=x) ‘– NUX( x=x, ) :

Rex(x=x )

= ‘Ux( x=x)
‘~llx( Xxycl ) ‘Rex(”x=x)—— 1-(20)

--- -

The measured heat or its corresponding Nllxm. must lie be-
tween tkese two limits.

Jor comparison with the test data of NUXm , the value
NuxT is used in figure 4.

I’or a constant X11X equation (20) becomes

.
NUXm in

= 0“0428 Rexr;v:; - 0.0428
(+ ’’hi:::;’ ~ ]

0.7857
= 0.0428 Rex

(x=x) [1-(+)’”’”57]

= lTux

(~(x=x) 11 - ‘+.)’”’””L 1
}

(21)

!i’he factor IV - that is, the ratio of the actual mean
Nusselt number referred to that of the total depth

NUXD1
w=—

l?ux~ (22)

()
1.7857x

therefore ranges between 1 -’ 4
\ x/ and 1. .The

parameters are ‘l/x = 1/2, ~/3, 1/4, and 1/5, each of

which is applicable to one plate each with a lTcoldrl forward

and a ‘thotll residual portion amounting to 2, 3,
4, and 5

times that of the front portion each in a different air–
speed flow v (between 10 and 35 m/s). It is readily
seen that ,

(a) Uikhc@xce$%i~h-of.tih~~rangaL.of:.small Reynolds
numbers the NUXm are located above the
NUXI<, as anticipated.

L [
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(b) The experimental curves (and the w factor~)
are located between the theoretical limiting
values .

( c) They are, admittedly, not quite so systematically
staggered according to parameter as equation
(21) postulates.

(d) With increasing Rex’ they approach,contrary to
equation (21), the curve of NuxT- that is,

the factor w depends on Rex owing to the
dissimilarity of correlated velocity and
temperature fields.

(e) The marked steepness of the actual NUX curves
from the beginning indicates that the critical
Reynolds number according t: equation (2) is
close to the lower limit 10 .

In this comparison, especially for point (a), it
should be noted that the function Nu~T is not as yet

completely defined as to magnitude and steepness. System–

atic discrepancies in figure 4, which would have to be in—
terpreted as temperature effect, are, of course, not dis-
cernible by reason of the smallness of the chosen @.

v. .AFPLICATION TO AIRI’OILS

i These studies on the heat dissipation of flat plates
can be applied to airfoils. It is advisable to treat the
upper and lower surfaces separately by introducing as char—
acteristic length x the measured distance around the
airfoil from the stagnation point, the ‘startll of the
boundary layer, up to the end of the heated area.

By reason of the variation of the airspeed along the

1 aiffoil circumference as a result of tho angle of attack
and of the finite airfoil thickness, individual mean ve—
locities vY for upper and lower surfaces must be intro-

0, duced, which follow from the undisturbed velocity, say,
with the aid of the Mean differences Ap of the static
pressures on both sides of the airfoil in ratio to the

dynamic pressure q=q. The mean Af) values are

—
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obtainable from pressure distribution curves. Assuming
that the acceleratiori or deceleration follows Bernoulli~s
equation, we get (for constant air density p):

(23)

Ap is
— of course, posted with its algebraic value (nega-
~. ‘

tive for the lower surface at positive lift).

l?or simplification the slight travel of the stagna–
tion point with the an~le of attack and the identical
absolute variations of the lengths x are discounted.
The pressure distribution need not be known, if satisfied
with the admittedly very rough appi-oximation that the
velocity on the wing upper surface is greater by the
amount Av meters per second, and on the lower surface
smaller by the same amount than the undisturbed flow
velocity v. Actually, 10cal velocities amounting to
multil)les of the undisturbed flow prevail oil ttle forward

porti~il of the upper surface especially oil thick and high
incidence airfoils, W’nile the decelerations on the lower
surf:~ce are sl~bstantially less. On the other hand,

where ~Ap denotes the mean pressure difference between
up~jor and lower surt”aces. With wing area 3’ and angle
of--attack P we get

(2.4)

.- ,—,- , ...—..,,.—-. .. !-.,. , i, m,,,,,,.,--,—- . .,8B IIm. un ,,,mn-—m, ., ,.,8., I n.mn, —1
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l?or normal angles of attack Cos p = 1. The functions
vx/v are shown plotied against ca in figure 5.

The Reynolds number used. in the following is obtained
from the Re employed in figure 1, by correction of the
velocity from Lv to Vx according to equation (23) or

approximation (24) and replacement of profile circumfer—
ence i) by chord x measured on the circumference:

Rex = Re ~ ~ (25)

The conversion of the Nusselt number is simpler

In figure 6 the association of figures 1 and 3 with the
factors of equations (25) and (26) for the flat plate and
the two airfoils is compared. It is to be noted that the
transition from v to Vx shifts the points horiz~ntally,

1
the transition from D tO x in the direction 1:1.

On RAF section 26 and RAF section 30 x/D is ‘~ssumed
enual to 1/2 for upper and lower ~urfaceq. The values for
the nose on both airfoils are plotted on the assumption
that the undisturbed velocity v ~s located between the
two Vx is more suita,ble; x/D is av~raged at 0.20 for

1 both sides of th~ wing. The curv~s in figure 6 cover the
\ t~st r~nge Of figur~ 1 from beginning to end.

1 In the comwari~on it is to b~ not~d that a differ~nt
torcpfrature to or incr~as~ of t~mp~rature 0 is a~plied

I
to ‘ach of th~ three casec:

[
to @

~
RAF 26 . . -40° -200

I
RAF 30 . . --93° -73°

1
I

Flat Tlate Air temperature 0°
I

The fully heated models manif~st the following:
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a) All straight lines lie practically within the
zone bounded by the theoretical curves Nu~L ,
Nu~~, Nu>:T applicable to the flat plate.

b) On both airfoils the straights representing the
heat dissipation of the upper surface at dif–
ferent an~les of attack are packed closer
together, those for the lower surface a little
farther apart.

c) In conformity with the ‘narrownessll of the zone
for large Rex on the (symmetrical) Ml’ 30 soc–
tion the systems of curves for both sides of
the wing fall especially close together at
equal ailgle of attack.

d) The slope of the separate straights for the RAY
26 section (with exception of those for U~–0.9°)
rises fairly uniformly with increasing distance
fr Oifl lTuxL and ultimately approaches that of

~~uxT .

c) The laninar boundary layer persists for sone time
on the lower surface, but the curve for the
Rex factors above the upper linit of the test
range for RAT 26 section appears to become
steeper and, as theoretically stipulated, hugs
the straight Huxu until it deflects toward

~~u?:T in the range of the factors of the RAF 30.

Heated wing leading edge:

f) Hero the accorcl with theory i.snot so good as already
indicated. The deciding velocity is nevertheless
very much dependent on the angle of attack as
reflected by the fairly great distance between
the straights on both airfoils corresponding to
the lift coefficients ‘G.24 and 0.64. A.ddecl
to this is the effect of especially high in–
creases ef velocity in this region. The heat
dissipation of the nose portion on the upper and
lower surfacesof the RAY 26 section could also
be computed separately froi~ the quoted data (pt.
II) and evaluated in the discussed manner, where–
“oy the pressure distribution might afford even
Ilbetterll velocities VX and perhaps even better

arc lengths x by reference to the respective
stagnation pcint.

—
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From d) it can be concluded that the boundary layer
on the wing upper surface changes sooner and becomes fully
turbulent quicker than expected according to the value of
Rex comyuted with v + Av. Undoubtedly this is accom–
plished by the cited increases of velocity to which larger
Reynolds nunbers also correspond. The total surface area
of the RAT 26 model is ltroughtf hy reason of the glued—on
platinum strips and it is surprising that the boundary
layer remains laminar over the greater part of the lower
surface, as indicated quite plainly by the location of the
respective straight lines. However , the more scattered
test values for up–oo90 allow it to be inferred that
the laminar boundary layer is no longer sfable even at,low
tangles of attack and lift coefficients, respectively — that
is, eVeil for very srlall differences relative to the flow
velocity. According to the for~going it may be expected
that in the range of Re;: << 10 the laninar boundary
la,yer on the upper surface also extends over continuously
greater depths with decreasing Rex, so that the curves
lTui: becone progressively flatter (reference 2, p. 1.53).
The S--shape course is naturally less pronounced on the
curves for the wing upper surface than on those for the
lower , because they are of themselves quite close to the
asyriptote N-d>:T for naximum Rex.

?j I . CHOICE 03’ liATERIAL QUANTITINS

Tb.e studies described under part IIa) to d) were made
on rect~,ngula.r model “airfoils (up to scale 1.:1) of &reat
aspect ratio, only a small. portion of the span being used
as heating surface, or on such between end plates (two-
dim-ensional flow closely approximated in both cases). The
airfoil circunfercnce D serving as characteristic length,
was little nore than twice the wing chorcl.

The material values A ,and ~ involved in the dimen-
sionless factors are related to the temperature (about pro—
portional to ~T). In none of the practically important
cases of heat—transfer (flow in pipe, flow around pipe, flat
plate) has there, up to now, been successfully determined a
‘~decisive mean temperaturelr de~endent on surface tempera—
ture, gas temperature, ReynoliL~ number (and Prandtl number)
to which the material values were to be referred. In R.&M.
Reports Nos. 1326 and 1481 the Reynolds number Re is com–
puted with the kinematic viscosity v for outside air

J1I —
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temperature t. In Nu, h is introduced with the value
tori-e~~oilding to that of the surface temperature to,

since the processes in the boundary layer are justly held
as the essential. .When , furtb.errn ore, T?en Bosch recommends
the Icinefilatic viscosity v = q/p corresponding to the
surface temperature for the plate in forced flow even in
Rex, since as y~oved by experiment , it was best !Isuitablelf

for the plate in free flow, this procedure should answer
the pur-pose for airfoils as well, It would involve the
conversion of the ‘laerodynamic’f Rex to the “therrnict’ Rex. .

(27)
~mo’() TT

Rex. = Rex = Rex ——
P7T TOVO

T~
The conversion factor ‘Rex —> Rex.

= —..
TOII o

is simply a

function of the two temperatures t and to (if this is

variable a i~ean va,lue substitutes).
between

To avoid confusion
P,ex and Rex. it would be preferable to use the

respective P&clet number Pexo = ProRexo in place of R e~io

the Prandtl number Pr
$

nay be averaged at -0.’725. The

convei”sion factor ~m
‘Rex—>Pexo = 0.’725

TOTO
also depends

on t and to Oill~. Accordingly, if the temperature ef—
feci is taken i-nto account, all straight lines of figure 6
relatiilg to the airfoils shift toward the left, while Rex
remains = Rex. for the flat plate. But the Nusselt number
for tile flat p].a.te must 10C multiplied by the still unknown

factor E. Assuming that it is snaller than 1 for the case
of a heat dissipating surface similar to the flow through
a pipe the curves must shift downvard with rising plate
temper~ture and the C1OSC agreement of figure 6 is complete-
ly lost.

It would afford for the

RAT 26 to = 40°

t = 2c0

‘3-ex+Fex
1.86

= 0.725 ~~–~–~~x— =
273 + 40

0.647
1.95

and for tb_e
RAT 30 to = 9S0

t = ,200

~Rex +Pcxo
273 + 20

= 0.725 ––—––—
273 + 93

.-— —. —.-—

X1.86
—– = 0.495
2.18

.—. I
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Accepting, in the absence of other data, the correlation
of ~ with the increase of temperature of the pipe for
the ilat plate, the surface temperature becomes

to = 400 @ = 200 ( = 0.92; to = 93° ~= 40° ~ = 0.88

URe~ -Pexo = Pr = 0.725

!i?hcresult is” illustrated in figure 7. The percentageof
discrepancies betl~een the experimental and theoretical data
is readily apparent. They amount to more than 60 percent
(on the RAF 30 sectioil). Accordingly, it is very question-
able whether Ten Bosoh! s suggested method actually repro—
duces the true conditions; in any event it vould not ex—
plain Irhat effects the theoretical values for the heat
dissipation on the recorded, are able to increase. 1% fur–
theri,lore conflicts with the view that the formation of
the major portion of the boundary layer yrocceds the same
as in isothcrrnic flow, the absolute temperature of which
is, ho~rcver, To rather than T. The effect is therefore
much too great.

IC any case the arguments secm to indicate that the
temperature effect for every one of the three boundary
layer structures involved is of a different nature. 31x—
periments in this zone will require care to assure laminar
boundary layer over the entire depth of the airfoil or
plate, and then to secure a turbulent boundary layer on
the major part of the surface by using surfaces of maxi–
mum depth (with purposely great initial disturbance (ref—
erence ‘7)”). In both cases the material values of the un–
disturbed flow will be introduced in the factors for the
evaluation (for A alsol). The plotting of the curves
Nux = f(~ex) with the ‘temperature effect” as parameter
affords a formula represented in the form (To/T)n if

limited to a gas (air), vlhereby the exponentt nL for

lamiilar boundary layer need not be equal to the exponent
nT for fully turbulent boundary layer. Both will be very

much smaller than 1. It might even be possible to split
these mowers wholly or in part in facto~s and to cor~elate
them with the material values in such a way that these
could be coordinated with the afore-mentioned controlling f
mean temperature, .as has been accomplished for horizon–
tal wires and pipes to a certain extent (reference 8).
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Form resistance does not contribute directly to heat
diffusion, although very high heat transfer has been as—
ccrtained on the bact: of pipes in oblique flow especially
at lai-ge Reynolds r.u.mbers, which are traceable to such
Voi”tices. Up to the present no theoretical formula has
been published for this type of heat transfer (reference 2,

P. 150). The induced drag on the wing is, in this sense,
eq-dally to be treated as form drag, that is, it may affect

the boundary layer flow very slightly.

The heat transfer on the nose of the airfoil is most
easily comparable Twith that on the pipe in oblique flow,
hut it is just as difficult to treat theoretically as that
on the front of a pipe. However , the following holds true:

a) ‘The heat dissipation of a surface area is so ,much
greater ~.s it is closer to the stagnation

point;

b) It varies in relation to the angle of attack and
the Reynolds number similar to the dissipation
of the side of the wing of which it occupies
the ma,jor portion;

c) The smaller the heat dissipating area near the
stagnation point is, the greater its heat
dissipation I:iillbe and so ,nuch less its de—

> pendence on the angle of attack. i?airly
small areas fall withinq the laJmin,~r region

‘(approximately Rex<10 ); hence ~Tux varies
very slowly with the Reynolds nuifiber (with
Rexi~2).

> With exception of the ‘tests on the heat dissipation of
wiilg railia,tors, described in R.&l’l, Report I’o. 1163, only
nean Values for the ~usselt number are known. But within
the fi+anework of the necessary experimental data the distri—
bution of heat dissipation along the outer skin of the sur–
face by constant limitation of the skin radiator is of par-
ticular interest, because the local cooling conditions and
the heat stresses are eoverned by it. If the analogy between
flat plates and airfoils can be extended, the local values
of heat–transfer coefficients can be closely approximated
in power fern Nux = MRexN from the measured mean values by
differentiation of the empirical data, analogous to the func-
tion represented in equation (19), at least for the case
where the heating extends without interruption from the lead–
ing edge up to depth x. After that, it is important to
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j,1 know. the appropriate areas on the wing surface for the
III\0! heat diss_i-pation in order to be able to find the best----
}0~ arrangement for the particular case.

1
~~}
;1?; I’or the heat dissipation of partial surfaces the
it

statements made conucrni.ng the flat plate hold true. For
:/ every chosen parameter xl/x a factor w is computed
1/
~

similar to equation (22), with reference to the -pro~er
NuxT or Nux~; w, which again can be a functibn of

Rexr might at the same time include the temperature ef—
feet. Accordingly, it will be advisable to use the rela–
tions governing the flat plate – extrapolated to increase
of temperature @ = O - as “standardn for a basis in form
of the curves NuxL , NuxT, and. Nux;. The actual vari-

ation -must, of course, be established by very careful
experiments , while the concept IItransitional regionf’ re—

quires a, more exact interpretation. Comparison might also
be made with a ‘~standard functionlr for which Nux~ 5s

probe.bly nest suitable, siilce it is free from empirically
definecl values. I’or reduction to other temperature ranges
the previously introduced mean value for Pr should be
retained ancl the variation of Pr in the expression V
allowed for.

Irrespective of what new information is obtained for
\ practical. calculations the representation according to

fibmre 1 should even then be more convenient than that
according to figure 6, if the temperature effect is in-
cluded in the suggested form.

VII. SUPPLEMENTARY DRAG OF SK13T RADIATORS

!i!hetransition from the speed of undisturbed flow to
zero value of the gas particles adhering to the surface
takes place, as is known, within the boundary layer. In
accord with measurements we chiefly differentiate between
the yarabolic velocity distribution in the laminar boundary
layer and the distribution in the turbulent boundary layer
according to the 1/7 power law (pt. IV). If the tempera-
ture of the surface differs from that of the gas, the
statements concerning the temperature variation in the
boundary layer hold true. If the relation of density p,
kinematic viscosity v, and temperature conductivity a
to air temperature is discounted, the fields of velocity-
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‘and temperature are exactly simiiar for the specific case
that friction and heat dissipation begin simultaneously
and the Prandtl number is equal to 1, the increase of
teroperature being computed from the surface temperature
TO, Iiany problems can he satisfactorily s’olved with the
aid of this simple, although not exactly correct rela—
ti.onshiy. Tor more accurate adaptation to practice the
previously cited values $ and w deduced from tests
we used.

The nature of the temperature effect on the drag con–
sists, accordingly, in the simultaneous influence on the
boundary layer thickness and further on the velocity pro–
file withiil the boundary layer. In the test the two ef–
fects can, of course, be measured only concurrently.
Application to geometrically similar processes is very

reliably possible if the critical ‘values ,are borne in mind,
But it first needs to be proved that the data on the drag
of thin, heated plateo is applicable to airfoils; the ef–
feet on the boundary layer thickness beiilg treated as if
it did not cha,n~e the velocity distribution within the
boundary layer.

It may be suspected that with regard to drag a heated
airfoil is decidedly thicker by EAE than the cold one,
and the conversion of the thereby increased flow veloci—

ties to pressure could, favor the foi-mation of further form
drag. Owing to the variation of the increases of velocity
past the curved surface the boundary layer will form soEle–
what d~ffereilt fro,m that of a. flat pla,te but the discrep—
ancies are small. (cf. pt. v.) Undoubtedly the fern drag
(local v~rtices) is also of SOifle influence.

In order to make the estimation of the hypothetical
thickening cl-ear, an airfoil with vanishing form drag but
finite skin friction is investigated, in its effect on a
potential flow, first cold, then heated to temperature in–
crease El. 3y assumption of the decisive velocities Vx for
‘o’otb.surfaces of the wing the boundary layer thickness on
all points of the airfoil circumference is (reference 2$
pp. 138–139).

6
— = 5.477 Re”x-0”5 -1’or lamk~ar boundary layer
x [28)

6
– = 0.37 Rex–0”2 For turbulent boundary layer--- (29)
..
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An airfoil without skin friction – that is, on which
the potential flow remained up to the surface would, at

m- equal pressure — and hence, “v-elocity distribution, have
to be just as much thicker as the boundary layer thickness
decreased, if the potential velocity Vx prevailed in it.

For the thickness dt of the substitute layer — if Y in
figure 8 is the distance of a filament from the surface
within the boundary layer — must be

6

pu~!=
J

PVXY dy

o

Aacording to general law of velocity

v~:Y ()Ym——=
Vx -F

wher e m = 1/2 for laminar, and m = 1/7’
boundary layer, we get

distribution

for turbulent

(30)

t5– /jl= m= ——— 6
l+ril ]

The new profile obtained on this basis, which similar
to the so–called half–body extends to infinity, can of
course, never exactly fulfill the theoretical condition for
zero skin friction (sum of all pressure forces equal zero)
because of the already mentioned simplifications, and par–
titularly, because the potential velocity Vx is not quite
reached on the “outer limit H of the boundary laYer.

On the heated profile the boundary layer thickens up
as a result of the heat expansion. Since no appreciable

acceleration forces can occur in flow direction by reason
of the small inclination of the outside limitation of the
boundary layer toward the surface, it may be assumed that
each infinitely small width dy expands almost exactly
in correspondence with its temperature. Hence, according
to figure 8:
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o

The substitute thickness ~@l for the boundary layer con–

verted for the potential velocity Vx follows from

o I

(31)

o I
I

To transform the actual profile in a “equivalent!’
profile without skin friction it must be thickened at all

points by E@ or , compai-od to the cold one, by Ac.

‘According to equations (31) and (30) ancl figure 8:

(32)

For the general case of a profile with finite form drag
this argument holds true at least in its tendency, Hence
the following conclusion: for the- flow past the profile
the latter on heating–as compared to cold – seems to be
thicker by the sum of the quantities AC for the two
profile surfaces. Hence, with equation (28):
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with equation (29)1

~AE=~~ ~ 0.37 Rex–0”2 x
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I?or laminar boundary layer (33)

For turbulent boundary layer (3.4)

The inferior accuracy of equation (32) justifies,
for simplification, the introduction of the undisturbed
velocity v in place of the decisive velocities v even
at greater angles of setting and a mean value instead of
the arc lengths x computed for bo,th wing surfaces from
the stagnation point to the point of maximum profile
thickness. Lastly, it is assumed that the distance of the
point of maximum profile thickness is about 30 percent of
the chord length t from the wing leading edge. Since
the profile circumference is slightly greater than 2t
it is approximately

Rex = 0.15 Re

x = o.3t

The thickening ZAC is referred to the actual maximum
profile thickness d itself: ,

~d=lg
d

Then the equation for the la,minar boundary layer, (32) reads:

~dL -2 ~~ 5.477 (0.15Re)--0”5 0.3~
1

and for the turbulent boundary layer , equation (34):

VdT ‘2 ; ~ 0.3’7 (0.15 Ro)–0”2 0.3$

1 (36)
i dT - 0.041~ Re–0-2 ~

J
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Zquat ioil (35) will serve foi- small models, equat ioil (36)
for full-scale versions. In all practical cases the
amounts of v~ lie at 1 percent,* hence the fern drag
is scarcely affected 3Y the heating in normal flight
attitudes. T]lerefore the test data on flat plates car.

be apnlietl faii”ly reliably to airfoils. In this connec–
tion ii is further of interest to know whether -portions
of the heatecl outer skin lower the lift of the profile,
especir+lly its maxiiflum, and whether the flo~:j is adversely
affected, so as to induce earlier breakaway than on the
unheated Wiilg with increasing angle of settifig. Such

phenomena are said to have been observed in past experi—
ments and they appear altogether -plausible according to
the foregoing arguments, even though these do no longer
pei-ilit of sa,fe conclusions in these extreme cases. If
the flov still adhers on the cold wing the assumed slight
thic~:eilin~ up of the profile due to heating ~~ay very well
be s-o-fficieilt to nake it separate.

Despite the fact that Ten .130sch!s method appears to
aalze the te~lperature effect excessive, the lack of otb_er
data pro~~pts its wse for deterring the skin friction on a
thiil, flat plate lzeated over its total lenqth to uniform
ir.crease of temperature F! and surface tem~>eratu.re To
in two-dimensional flow. T% is n.erely involves the’ con—
vcrsio:: of Rex to Rex. by means of eq’uation (27) and in—
sertio:t in Cf along with- the still ‘L~n~~now:~factor t,
the- nu.:~erical values of which arc taken from pipe flow.
The ratio of resistance of tho boated to the cold plate

0.) (37)

foT ‘lshortll plates (predominate l~- laminar bounclary layer ,

Rex. <Re:fcr) according to equation (11).

for lt.nediuLln plates, (largely transitional boui~dary layer,
Rexcr<<Rexo <2X 107) according to equation (14)

*For the sn.all Jmodel cited in the subsequent footnote, Ire
get iiz round numbei-s Re -0.7 X106 (v~20 ;.1/s, 0,s nininuzl
value), 0-’75°, T- 298°, a/t -0.13. Accord ii~g to equa–
tiOn (35) ~dL = ‘0.01 (1 percent). If Re -107, G-l OCO,
T’‘223°, d/t -oo~~. Equation (33) gives ~rd~ = -O.O1
(1 percent). a
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c) (39)

m>.

for ~flongrl plates (predominately fully turbulent boundary
layer, Rex>>2 X107) -according to equation (16).

()
0.6

With the approximated relation ‘1 = ~T– .
<

these
o

facts become even more evident.

The evaluation Of equations (37), (38), and (39) is
graphically represented in figure 9. On the %.asis of the
little reliable assumptions made, it is found that: on
short plates the skin friction drag rises with ascending
G but slower for high temperatures, with an initial
drag decrease ~t low G; the same holds for long plates,
but the initial decrease is more distinct, and the curve
is subsequently flatter. On neiliun plates, on the other
hani, the frictional drag drops to a minimun value, with -
ascending @, independent of the actual height of tempera–
ture.*

If the fore part of a plate is not heated, its skin

friction drag naturally decreases proportionally less
than corresponds to the ratio of the heat volumes (factor w).
The exact magnitude of the frictional force exerted by the
flOl”J through the heated boucdary layer onto a cold portion
disposed behind the heated surface nust be decided by ex–
perinent. Numerically this proportion of the drag lies
naturally between that occurring i-n isothermic flow, if the
temperature is, once T, then To.
.— ——.— __________________ ——————.
*TFLe heat dissipation of surface portions distributed over
the nose, upper anti lower surface to the amount of -55>per-
cent of the profile circumference was measured on a model
wing, heatable to 250 millimeters chord (O. Seibert, Jahr–
buch 1938 der deutschen Luftfahrtforschung, pp. II 224 -
II 244). Subsequent drag measurements, by O. Schoppe,
disclosed as definite increase in the total drag on heat–
ing throughout the entire possible range (Re to ~ 2 X 106).

The average for Vc waS 1.12 Ei% tO~lOOO; t ’25°

(8-750). The proportion of the laminar flow to the skin
friction was certain].y still perceptible on the model.
Greater geometrical similarity would have perhaps afforded
a 10ImJeT Vc at these temperatures. (Continued on p. 30)

-— —
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On a wing with heating surfaces iil the foreward portion
only, the pressure distribution measurement iiz the rear
unheated portion which can be easily made during the heat
transfer experiments, itself is likely to afford practical
data for the evaluation of the flow and separation phe–
nom ena.

Impending measuremeilts may yield smaller drag varia–
tions than those deduced. But in any event the tenden–
ties will hold good to some extent. Perhaps this dis-
si3nilarily in behavior of plates or airfoils depending
upon the momentary Reynolds number enables an explanation
of several contradictory observations on the relationship]
between drag and temperature.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for .4eronautics.

--.— —.. -.——— ——— ————— ————._ —__ __

(* Continued from p. 29 ) Figure 9 shows 7C at about 1.C6

for the cited conditions. If the finite 0 were exactly
allowecl for, it would have had to result iil a value higher
tlian that recorded, since completely heated surface had
been. assumed for the study and the tem~:erature effect was

,–0.5

()

% ‘known to he too great . “The term is with
ToTq

1.22 actuaily greater than the test value Vo. This seems

to suGGcst that the unknown factor ~ is considerably

closer to 1 for flat plates and airfoils than for the flow
in pipes.
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Figure 3.- Relation of drag coefficients Cf and the mean Nusselt
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